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Abstract

Many accelerating structures have been tested over the past few years in the context of CLIC studies. Based on test results, the RF design of the structure has been refined. The basic cell geometry is quite similar to
the Tapered Damped geometry, but differences are in the number of regular cells and in the coupler design. The coupler cell has two opposite waveguides for the WR90 waveguide connection and other two
waveguides are used for damping as in the regular cells. The new compact coupler design results in the change of number of cells in the refined structure from 24 to 26. Accordingly, the new engineering design has
been developed. The conceptual RF and engineering designs of the full structure with integrated sub-systems (vacuum, cooling, damping waveguide absorbers) are presented.
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COMPACT COUPLER CELL

RF design TD26 CC

- 26 cells with damping waveguides
- 2 compact couplers with damping
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Accelerating structure  TD26 CC SIC
The engineering design of presented AS is based on the refined design of CLIC main linac
AS [1]. The regular cell geometry is quite similar to the Tapered Damped (TDS)[2,3]
geometry but with several differences, including the number of cells and design of the
coupler cells. The body of accelerating structure is formed by high-precision copper disks
joint by means of diffusion bonding. The structure is equipped with four vacuum manifolds
and four Wakefield Monitor (WFM) waveguides. The SiC absorbers[4] into the manifold
and waveguide bodies are used for effective transverse wakefield suppression.

CONCLUSION

The conceptual design of X-band accelerating structure TD26 CC SiC has been
presented. The RF design has made consistent with manufacturing constraints and
with requirements for integration of the accelerating structure in the CLIC two-beam
module[5]. The supposed assembly procedure for the MB line has been shown.
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Assembly

- Diffusion bonding of high precision disk

Assembly procedure of TD26 CC SiC

Pre-assembly of manifolds

- Vacuum brazing of manifolds - Vacuum brazing of manifolds and bonded disk stack by
means of Gold-electroplating
- Vacuum brazing of cooling fitting adapters
- Insertion and fixation of damping materials
- EBW of manifold cover
- TIG welding of vacuum flanges

AS STACK

Towards to the CLIC Module

Pre-assembly of AS

- Brazing of the manifolds by means of Gold-electroplating 
- Brazing of cooling fitting adapters

MB line assembly

- Brazing of prepared accelerating structure stack
- Installation of damping material
- Welding (EBW) of manifold covers

Installation of damping material

Mechanical design of RF disks
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Required tolerances

- Cell iris shape accuracy 0.005 mm
- Flatness accuracy 0.001 mm

- Cell shape roughness Ra 0.025

Cell and Iris parameters

Matching cell parameters

Parametrization

Parameter table

Cooling channels
- Internal cooling channels are made directly into
the copper disks
- Cooling fitting adapters are used for connection of
cooling tubes
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Installation of damping material

- Damping material is installed into manifold body and WFM
waveguide
- The fixation is provided by corner supports screwed to the
manifold body


